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Florida Artist Blacksmith Association

Established May 18, 1985

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

FABA’s 2019 Conference coming soon
Well, we are in the heat of the Florida Summer,
election time for the organization, and finishing the
planning for the 2019 Annual Conference in Ocala.
These are the issues and things the majority of us are
concerned with — an exception being one couple of our
brother- and sisterhood.
This couple is Shaun Williams
and Sylvia Andrassy. Both are
leaders in the organization, who are
planning to be joined in marriage
out of the country with family and
friends.
I know I am with all of you
wishing them a long and happy
loving relationship together for
John Boy Watson
the remainder of their smoking
blacksmith days.
Now to get to the points that needs to be addressed.
The first is the heat. I know this is an issue I address
often, but it is one that can be of extreme danger to each
of us. Dehydration and the dangers associated with
it cannot be dismissed. All of these dangers are lifethreatening, which means we need to pay attention to
our fluid levels. Please note, if you stop sweating, you
are already in danger, so stop, take a break and hydrate.
Remember, your health comes first!
The second Item I am going to address is our
upcoming elections. I thank each of you who decided
to step up and commit to a position within this great
organization. I also ask each of you, who are members
of the organization, to support these individuals as they
collectively lead the organization to new and exciting
plateaus.
As for me, I will move to the Past President position
on the Board, and Jerry Wolfe will be taking a break.
It needs to be noted here that your FABA Board is a
group of individuals who all aspire for the greater good

of the organization, along with the fulfillment of our
mission to teach others the art of blacksmithing.
The third issue I am going to address is the upcoming
2019 Florida Artist Blacksmith Association annual
conference in Ocala, Florida. As each of you know,
each year this conference has grown and the talent has
increased.
We know that our growth presents its own set of
issues, and we are trying to address the issues as they
identify themselves. With that being said, please take the
time to attend this year’s conference. For those of you
who are looking for equipment, we have a large amount
of equipment that will be auctioned off at this year’s
conference, so plan to be there!
I look forward to seeing many of you at the
conference this year.

Think Safe and Be Safe,

John Boy Watson

FABA Announcements
Dear FABA Members,
It is the time for elections in several of our offices.
The ballot is as follows:
President: Mark Stone
Vice President: Lisa Ann Conner

VOTE NOW
Deadline: Sept 15, 2019

Treasurer: Doug Hayes
Secretary: Tia Kitchen

The Florida Artist Blacksmith
Association is in need of a

Webmaster to handle the
online needs of the group.
This new Webmaster
would maintain FABA’s
current sites and help with
the migration to the new
Wild Apricot platform.
If you can help, please
contact Clay Schock at
cschock01@gmail.com

Northwest Trustee: Ron Childers
Northeast Trustee (1 Year): Kirk Sullens
Please use one of the following methods to vote:
#1. Email your completed ballot to Tia Kitchen at
secretary@blacksmithing.org
#2. Return this ballot to:
					
					

Tia Kitchen
PO Box 542414
Greenacres, FL 33454

#3. Members will also be receiving an E-Ballot that you can
respond to directly. Vote in the way that is most
convenient to you, BUT VOTE.

Florida Artist Blacksmith Association (FABA)

is a not-for-profit organization chartered with the State of Florida
and is dedicated to promoting and expanding the horizons of
architectural, artistic and practical blacksmithing while preserving
the rich heritage of this craft. FABA Officers and members assume
no responsibility or liability for injuries or damage caused as a result
of the use of any information, materials, design,
techniques, etc. contained in this newsletter, our website,
http://www.blacksmithing.org, our Facebook Page or
provided at meetings or demonstrations.
Contributions to FABA are tax-deductible to the extent
provided by law. FABA publishes the Florida Clinker Breaker
monthly and FABA membership includes a subscription. We solicit
correspondence and unpaid articles on any subjects related to
FABA’s purposes. Send to editor@blacksmithing.org. Materials
submitted must be your own work, and citations of others must be
clearly identified. By submitting materials, you are allowing FABA
to edit, print and post them to FABA’s website. ABANA Chapter
newsletters may reprint non-copyrighted material, if it is credited to
the author and this newsletter. You need the publisher’s permission
to reprint copyrighted material unless otherwise noted.
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Calendar of Events
The calendar includes events of interest to the blacksmithing community. The regions have no boundaries — everyone is welcome everywhere. Come to
more than one if you can. We hold regular meetings in each region on the following Saturdays of each month: NE-1st, NW-2nd, SE-3rd, SW-4th except
for quarterly Statewide meetings. The actual dates vary, so check the schedule below. Our meetings are informal gatherings around the forge. Prospective members are always welcome. Come for all or any part of a meeting, bring your tools or just watch. Most meetings run from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., and
you’ll want to bring a bag lunch if not otherwise noted. If you have any questions about meetings or events, please contact the Regional Coordinators:

Central Northeast Region
North Northeast Region
Northwest Region
Southeast Region
Southwest Region
Far West Region

Heinrich Hole
Ben Thompson
John Pfund
Shaun Williams
Antony Fenn
Dave Sandlin

386-848-6982
617-388-5695
850-528-3280
954-274-4119
617-320-4781
850-974-1548

heinrich.faba@gmail.com
thompsoncrafted@gmail.com
johnwpfund@aol.com
chevaliervaliant@yahoo.com
antony.fenn@gmail.com
traditionsworkshopinc@gmail.com

Central NE Meeting, Sept. 7
The Sept. 7th meeting of the Central NE Region starts at 9 a.m. at the Barberville Pioneer Settlement. Don’t be late.
Kieth Hill, champion of “Forged In
Fire” and two-time champion of “Knife
Or Death,” will be sharing some of his
knowledge and skills with us as he does
the main demonstration.
This is a rare treat for our region. It’s
not every day that we get the chance to
learn from such talented artists. I know
I’ll be on the front row.... right after I take
care of that one more thing. :)
For this meeting, I’m going to ask that
people try to bring a food item of some sort to share. I will provide a main
meal, so side items and drinks would be most appropriate to bring.
Ermagerd, I’m so excited. Cya there!!

— Heinrich Hole, Central NE Coordinator

Southeast Meeting, Sept. 21
Our September Southeast Region meeting will be hosted
Saturday, Sept. 21, at my shop: The Guild, Urban Craft and
Folk Art School/Dark Angel Armory and Forge at 205 NW
16th Street, Pompano Beach, Fla. 33060, from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m.
We will be having pot-luck breakfast/brunch and sharing
inspiration and knowledge from our August trip to two of the
biggest blacksmithing conferences in Europe: Hefaiston in
the Czech Republic and Stia in Italy.
Please join us for pictures, videos and demonstrations of
what we learned.

— Shaun Williams, Southeast Coordinator
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Calendar of Events
North NE Meeting, Sept. 21
and modern forgings. He also enjoys
forging sculptures
and making items
for functional
household items.
One of his most
popular lines is of
Chesapeake Bay-inspired ironwork
featuring cat tails,
grasses, crabs and
herons incorporated into furniture,
lighting and sculpture. Nick’s ironwork is displayed
in museums and
private collections
around the world. For more information, visit
www.nathansforge.com.
Please RSVP to North NE coordinator Ben Thompson by
email at thompsoncrafted@gmail.com, call 617-388-5695, or
mark your attendance on the Facebook page by Sept. 15 (at
the latest) so we will have an accurate count for the event.

Please join the North
NE Region and our host
Nick Vincent on Sept.
21 at Nathan’s Forge, St.
Augustine, Fla., from
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Nick is going to show
us his shop setup and
discuss production work
and share tips and tricks
from 30 years of blacksmithing. He will do a
demo, and then after
lunch, we’ll have a number of open forges.
Consider bringing
someone new or someone who may be interested in becoming a
FABA member. We’ll provide breakfast bites and coffee, but
ask that attendees bring their own bag lunch and PPE for the
afternoon forge time.
Also, plan on bringing an item for the “Iron in the Hat”
raffle of donated items. One blacksmith’s trash is another
blacksmith’s treasure!
Please bring cash to purchase your tickets or for a donation
to support FABA’s mission. Remember if you bring a handmade item, you get some free tickets!

LOCATION: Nathan’s Forge, Ltd., 107 Allgood Circle,
Unit 1, St. Augustine, FL 32086
*This is just off of US 1 south, immediately after Old Moultrie Road. Coming from St Augustine, just head south on US
1, past the Tractor Supply and then look for Old Moultrie on
the right. There will be plenty of parking.

ABOUT OUR HOST: Nathan’s Forge, Ltd., is a blacksmith
shop operated by Nick Vincent. Nick has been blacksmithing
for 35 years. What started as a hobby quickly grew into a fulltime occupation. The shop produces reproduction ironwork

— Ben Thompson, North NE Coordinator

Northwest Meeting, Sept. 14
The September meeting for the Northwest Region will be
held on Saturday, Sept. 14, at Mission San Luis historical site
in Tallahassee.
Jim Croft and MSL crew will give us a demonstration of
punching holes and installing rivets, in the process of making
a trivet. I’m going to bring a forge and a couple of anvils so
we can have a try at riveting, too.
We’re going to cook hotdogs and burgers on the forge!
Bring sides and desserts and something for the Iron in the
Hat raffle. Come in the back gate, as we have in the past. If
you need directions, feel free to give me a call. Hope to see
you there!

— John Pfund, Northwest Coordinator
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Far West Region meeting schedule
The September 28th meeting will be at Traditions Workshop, 418 Green Acres Road, Suite 4, in Fort Walton Beach,
with a focus on getting our stuff ready for the October FABA
Conference in Ocala.
If you get this notice early enough in August, you are
invited to join us on the THIRD Saturday, Aug. 17, to visit
the blacksmith shop at the Baker Block Museum in Baker,
Fla. For your GPS, the address is 1307 George Ave. in Baker,
or you can look for the building on the northwest side of the
crossroads of FL4 and FL 189. It’s located at the only stoplight
in town.
The museum director has promised us an informative presentation on the history of life and blacksmithing during the
1890s in west Florida, which will be followed by our regular
workshop activities.
Since this is a “remote” location, we will need membership
help setting up our FABA tent. We also will need your help
cutting tent legs down from the current 8 feet to 7 feet so our
tents will be ready for Ocala.
The schedule is: 9 a.m. meet to set up, 9:30 a.m. presentation, 10 a.m. start fires for our group and individual projects.
Plan to shut down about 2 p.m.
In November and December, we typically don’t have a
fourth Saturday meeting here in the Far West due to holiday
conflicts, but there are several blacksmithing demonstration
opportunities on Saturdays: Nov. 2 - Farm Day near DeFuniak Springs, Nov. 9 - Pioneer Day at the Fred Gannon State
Park, and Dec. 14 - Yule of Yesteryear at the Heritage Museum in Valparaiso, FL.

Baker Block Museum - Aug. 17

We have also been asked to provide demonstrators for a
“western town” weekend event in Marianna, Fla., that will
occur on the 2nd weekend of January, the 2nd weekend of
April and again on the 2nd weekend of November. Contact
David@TraditionsWorkshop.com if you want to participate
or demonstrate at any of these events.

— David Sandlin, Far West Coordinator

Southwest Meeting, Sept. 28
The SW September meeting will be at 9 a.m. on Saturday,
Sept. 28, at Tony Fenn’s workshop in Sarasota. Tony will be
hosting and a demonstration will be given by SW member
Marek Gawalek.
Marek moved to Sarasota from Menomanee Falls, Wisconsin, exactly a year ago. He left his business and forge “Olde
Falls Smithy” behind and has not yet set up shop in Florida.
It should be a great meeting as Marek is a experienced, creative and artistic blacksmith. “I’m mentally gathering ideas
to create a vision of a piece for the meeting,” he said. “I want
to use hot forging methods to shape components and merge
in exotic non-carbon metals such as brass. I hope it will be
received positively by our group.”
Tony’s workshop and business, Scale Up Designs, is located at 5415 Ashton Court, Sarasota FL 34233. The location
is close to I75 at Exit 205, but a little tricky to find. When
on Ashton Road, turn on to Ashton Court at the blue Bish-
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ops Aluminum building. Go past several auto body shops
and then around the bend. Scale Up Designs is located just
behind CBS Roofing.
Tony can be contacted at antony.fenn@gmail.com or 617320-4781.

— Tony Fenn, Southwest Coordinator
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Regional Reports
Southwest Region Report
Friends, we had another great day of productive fabrication in preparation for outfitting the FABA-SW trailer.
We completed the
welding and fabrication of five new
portable forges! Trez
Cole did the majority
of the welding, with
Tony Fenn, Marek
Gawalek, Wade Chappell, Frank Teele and
several others performing the myriad
of tasks necessary to
complete the forges.
We also made plans
for the next step: the
addition and mounting of blowers.
We also started
sketching out plans
for the tool kits for
each forge. There are
tongs, hardy tools,
punches and other tools that will need to be forged. Great
opportunities are coming to help everyone learn more about
how to round out their tool kits while fitting out the trailer!
As always, big thank you to Tony Fenn for the use of his
workshop, and to everyone who participated.

— Albert Rasch, Southwest member
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Regional Reports
Central NE Region Report
Thank you very much, Dale Goodwin, for your demonstration of how to
make a kukri from a lawn mower blade.
The August meeting was as hot as you’d
expect in that month, but we pushed on
to see just how much work goes into a
kukri. Oh, my, was I impressed to see
the amount of effort put in to shape
a piece of tool steel that size. I’ll give
props to you bladesmiths any day for
being able to combine all the necessary
skills and patience to make the amazing
pieces of work you guys put out. Such
beauty to be admired. Between iron
in the hat and donations, we brought

in $98. Thank you to all the people
who contribute. It makes our group the
awesome thing that it is. Special thanks
to those who went out to Kirk’s to help

shuffle some supplies and metal around.
What a good day it was to be a Smith.

— Heinrich Hole,
Central NE Coordinator

Southeast Region Report
Hello, everyone and welcome to another edition the Clinker Breaker Southeast Region report.
The July Southeast Region meeting was quiet with about
10 people in attendance. We had several hours of open forge
time and a potluck brunch. Also during our Southeast
Region meeting, Sylvia and Tia did a lot of logistical planning and organizing for the upcoming FABA Conference in
October.
The August meeting of the Southeast Region was slightly
larger, with about 16 people — members and guests —
braving the heat to enjoy open forges and a potluck meal.
The meeting was held one week early because Sylvia Andrassy and I, along with the 13 Guild members, including
Clinker Breaker editor Jennifer Jhon, will be attending two of
the biggest blacksmithing conferences in Europe: Hefaiston
in the Czech Republic and Stia in Italy, at the end of August,
returning on the 2nd of September.
I’m sure that we will return full of inspiration and newly
acquired knowledge.

— Shaun Williams, SE Coordinator
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Regional Reports
Northwest Region Report
The NW meeting was held on Aug. 10 at the home of Roger
Bell. John Pfund set up two large forges and six anvils for the
blacksmith challenge. John did one set as an example while
others followed his lead with their work.
John was very helpful to all participants. They made a hot
cut and a punch first, then made tongs, for the first three
items on the blacksmith challenge.
As things tapered off, others joined in the open forges and
made several other items. There were a lot of forged items
for Iron in the Hat, which they drew $176. There were 52
members and guests present.
Kieran Fry cooked brisket, and there were several covered
dishes, with plenty of food for all. The next NW meeting will
be Saturday, Sept. 14, at Mission San Luis historical site in
Tallahassee.

— Ron Childers and Roger Bell,
Northwest Region
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Regional Reports
Far West Region Report

by slowly bringing it up to red hot temperature and then let it
air cool down to where it cool enough that you can comfortably handle the vessel.
When you are ready to smelt copper, cut the raw materials
into small pieces and once again bring the crucible slowly
up to heat. For a successful melt, we have found it necessary
to build the fire up around the crucible, so we use a ring of
fire bricks set off 2-3 inches around the crucible to accomplish the heating process as well as to conserve fuel. A brick
over the top of the crucible itself will also help things heat
up more quickly. Additionally it keeps the stray bits of coal
out of the mix. Check the melt after 10 minutes, and you will
probably see some progress; this is when you might want to
add more material to be melted.
With a small crucible, we are usually ready to pour in 20
to 30 minutes. To prevent cracking the molds, you need to
preheat them while accomplishing the melt. We find it effective to put the molds on the bricks around the crucible fire.
When ready to pour, make sure you have all your tools
and molds ready. Check that your path is clear and ask anyone not participating in the pouring process to stand well
clear. This is not the time for distractions.
We use a long set of tongs to pull the crucible from the fire
and make the pour. First remove the brick cover from the top
of the crucible and use a long handle spoon similar to a flux
spoon to skim off any impurities that have separated to the
top. Lift the crucible clear of the fire and start pouring your
molds. Think through each step of the process and make all
your actions deliberate, not hurried. Think safe, be safe.
Copper will cool and solidify quickly, but just like black
heat in iron, it is still very hot. As soon as the material is
solid, usually between 1 and 5 minutes with small molds, you
can tip the mold over and shake the ingot or coin out of the
mold. You can then cool the poured copper with water but
NEVER COOL THE MOLD OR CRUCIBLE IN WATER.
After Christopher’s smelting demonstration, we broke into
two groups. Three new members participated in an “Introduction to Blacksmithing” class, where they learned how to
make nails and hooks. One new member tried his hand at
making a railroad spike knife.
Another group used the power hammer and continued
to work on the knives they started last month. We also tried
making “Collins anaconda style” tongs (picture at
right).
These are very
simple to make tongs, taking about 15 to 20 minutes,
and are
surprisingly effective
for holding smaller sizes of
round, square and flat stock.
They may be a bit fussy to

It may have been a hot day at John Butler’s farm, but it felt
cool under the shade of the pecan trees with a light breeze
blowing in all day. Over the course of the day, we had 19
people participate, including several new members and two
visitors who were interested in joining.
After the initial setup, we started the day with a presentation by David Sandlin on the rescue of “the rusty forge,”
and then a demonstration of copper smelting by Christopher
Sandlin.
If you elect to try
copper smelting,
it can be done in a
coal forge, but here
are a few tips:
First and foremost, you MUST
have the necessary
PPE! The radiant
heat off the crucible will burn you
through a shirt and
will blister bare
hands at 16 inches. Heavy gloves,
a welders jacket,
goggles AND a face
shield are absolute Christopher Sandlin
necessities. The
melting point for copper is 1982 degrees (bright orange mild
steel), and the crucible will be even hotter. I should also
mention that you want to pour any molten metal over a sand
“floor,” because if you spill molten metal on concrete, it will
cause the water in the concrete to boil and the concrete can
spald (explode violently, sending many small shards in all
directions).
If not done outside, one inch of sand in a large metal tray
will give you plenty of protection during a small pour.
The copper you melt needs to be clean and pure. Don’t try
to burn foreign materials off in the crucible; it will make a
mess of your vessel. If you suspect there is any mixed materials, you need to wear appropriate breathing PPE. Being in the
open or using a nuisance mask is never enough.
Because you are using a coal forge, you won’t have much
control over the temperature, and you can assume if there is,
God forbid, zinc in the metal you are trying to smelt, you will
probably vaporize it. Check Google about all the bad things
that can happen if you inhale zinc vapor and the resultant
fume fever. Let’s avoid that problem and make sure you are
only smelting pure copper.
If this is a first time use for your clay/graphic crucible, you
will need to season it before melting metal. Season a crucible
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get lined up on the stock,
but once the grip is established, they have a very
solid hold.
Personally I think they
will make a great set of
beginner’s tongs, since they
can be made so quickly.
They require one 21-inch
and one 16-inch section of
3/8 round stock for construction.
Unlike “no tong, tongs,”
they do require a vice, but
you don’t have to make
and drive a rivet, plus you
don’t need to spend considerable time drawing out
reins. And since they are so
simple to make, I wouldn’t
feel bad about letting a new
student take them home at
the end of class!

John Pfund

— David Sandlin,  
Far West
Coordinator

Jerry Grice Scholarship application now open
Applications are open for the 2019 Jerry Grice scholarship. This scholarship was established to honor the memory of Jerry Grice, one of our charter members. Its purpose
is to further the craft of blacksmithing and is available to
any FABA member in good standing.
The award is limited to the actual cost or $1,000, whichever is lesser. It may be used for materials, tuition, lodging
and transportation (paid at the rate of 43.2 cents per mile
or the cost of public transportation, whichever is lesser). A
letter of application or a detailed email may be submitted
provided the applicant answers the following questions:
1. What is your name, address and phone number?
2. How much experience in blacksmithing do you have?
3. How will this instruction help you with your blacksmithing craft?
4. What is the name of the school you wish to attend?

CLINKER BREAKER

5. What is the name of the course and name of the instructor teaching the class?
6. What costs will be incurred (tuition, lodging, transportation, etc.)?
Note: By accepting the Jerry Grice Scholarship the applicant agrees to provide a demonstration of skills learned
and write a report of the experience, including “how-to”
for the Clinker Breaker. Strongly suggested (but not required) is that an item be made using the new knowledge
and be offered for auction at the Annual meeting.
Completed letters of application or emails should be
sent to John Butler, Chair, FABA Scholarship Committee,
777 Tyre Road, Havana, FL 32333 or jgbutler@sprintmail.
com. Deadline for receipt is December 31, 2019.
Three finalists will be recommended to the Board. The decision of the Board shall be final. The successful applicant
will be notified.
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FABA Officers
President
Vice President		
Treasurer		
Secretary		
Program Chair		
Past President		
Trustee NE		
Trustee NW		
Trustee SE		
Trustee SW		
Editor			
WebMaster		

John Watson
850-421-8005
Mark Stone		
850-339-6010		
Kirk Sullens		
352-357-7221		
Tia Kitchen		
561-666-7266		
Sylvia Andrassy		
561-757-1337		
Jerry Wolfe		
941-355-5615		
Doug Hayes		
910-330-7601		
Ron Childers		
850-556-8403		
Ralph Nettles		
561-906-2827		
Trez Cole		
941-650-1068		
Jennifer Jhon		
954-328-6704		
Clay Schock					

circlejbar@gmail.com
markham62@comcast.net
treasurer@blacksmithing.org
registrar@blacksmithing.org
Sylvia.Andrassy@gmail.com
wolfeforge@hotmail.com
djhayes29@hotmail.com
Ron@munlaw.net
ralphnettles@msn.com
nokomisforge@hotmail.com
editor@blacksmithing.org
web@blacksmithing.org

FABA Membership Application: Membership begins when your application and $30 membership fee is received.

Membership is per family and lasts one year. Use your credit card to join or renew your FABA Membership via Paypal by going to
blacksmithing.org/membership/join and clicking through the Paypal button. You do not need
Kirk Sullens
to have a Paypal account to use this feature. OR send the below application and your check to “FABA” for $30 to:
FABA Treasurer
NAME
18848 US Hwy 441 #180
FAMILY MEMBERS
Mount Dora, FL 32757
ADDRESS
CITY
ZIP
PHONE
CELL
EMAIL
DATE
NEW
RENEWAL
I want B&W Newsletter by mail
OR Color Newsletter by Email

